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Create restore points and schedule backups. Backup and restore an entire hard drive or individual partitions. Backup and restore
a physical or virtual hard drive. Copy a hard drive from one computer to another. Copy a partition between two hard drives.

Physical-to-Virtual (P2V) imaging of a hard drive. Migrate a hard drive to a different computer. Partition a hard drive for use
with a virtual machine. Make a GUID partition table (GPT) partition. Set the boot order of a computer's hard drive. Create and

manage restore points. Create bootable rescue CDs and DVDs. Convert a partition to NTFS. Convert a partition to FAT32.
Convert a partition to VFAT. Partitioning a drive for use with a virtual machine. Partition a drive to create an ISO image.

Format a drive. Format a partition. Change the FAT or NTFS volume label. Change the filesystem of a partition. Change the
partition's allocation units. Change the size of a partition. Change the size of an entire drive. Convert a partition to a Dynamic

Unified Device Interface (DUDF). Make Windows repair partitions and data. Modify partition options. Create virtual partitions.
Resize a partition. Restore a partition. Add a partition to an existing partition. Delete a partition. Delete a partition set. Delete a

partition. Add a partition to an existing partition. Resize a partition. Resize a drive. Resize the volume of a partition. Make a
drive read/write to the Windows registry. Convert a drive to a fixed disk drive. Set up or repair an external USB drive. Format
an external USB drive. Create an ISO image from a drive. Create a bootable DVD drive from an ISO image. Create a bootable
CD drive from an ISO image. List drives. Delete a drive. List a drive's partitions. Format a drive. Edit a partition's boot record.

Create a bootable USB drive from an ISO image. Make an external drive bootable. Set a drive's active partition. Add a drive to a
computer. List files on a drive. Copy files to or from a drive. Copy a drive to a new drive. Create a backup copy of
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KeyMacro is an add-on for Microsoft Outlook 2010. KeyMacro lets you use your existing Outlook contacts to create simple
automated emails, or, create a single-click form email that can be sent automatically. KeyMacro allows you to create very

simple single-click email solutions for automating tasks. A click of the mouse is all it takes to send emails with attachments.
How to Work with KeyMacro With KeyMacro you can make one-click, automatic email messages that you send from Outlook.
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With KeyMacro's wizards you can create an email from a message in Outlook. KeyMacro's wizards make it easy to create a new
email, start a conversation in Outlook or open a message in a new email. KeyMacro combines the most powerful email

marketing automation features found in other programs with easy-to-use wizards that let you create automated messages.
KeyMacro’s wizards allow you to make it easy to create single-click emails from a message in Outlook. Create an Email from a

Message You can quickly create an email with attachments or a conversation and let the recipient open the email with the
attachments in an email application. You can choose from a number of different options to create an email from a message in

Outlook: Create a new message - Choose a location and type a subject - Add the recipient - Add a message - Choose an
attachment type - Set the recipient of the email - Include a reply-to address - Choose whether the email is sent as plain text or
HTML - Choose whether the email has a signature - Choose an email signature style - Add a signature - Add any additional

information, such as logo, company name, or contact information - Set the email’s meta data, including the title, sub-title, and a
standard subject - Add content to the email - You can select one of the following types of content, based on your message: - A

contact - An attachment - A custom form - A text file - A reply to an existing message - A table - A chart - A macro - A picture
- Choose the HTML version of the email - You can choose an HTML signature - You can choose to send the email as plain text

- You can select a font, font size, and color - You can add HTML and CSS formatting - You can add JavaScript Create a
77a5ca646e
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Paragon Hard Disk Manager 15 Suite

Paragon Hard Disk Manager 15 Suite Edition provides a complete solution for all of your hard disk management needs. Its
functionality and stability makes it the perfect tool for the backup and recovery of all data on hard drives. What's New: •
Implemented enhancements to the GPT Partitioning functionality. • Quickly schedule automatic backup and restore jobs. •
Integrated Norton Antivirus engine: protecting against viruses, spyware, etc. • Hardware diagnostic tool to check the health of
your hard drives. • Additional new tools for Backup & Restore, System Tools, Drive Tools, and Uninstall. • New translation for
Polish, Russian and Ukrainian language. • Improved compatibility with Windows XP, Vista and 7. • Various bug fixes. Paragon
Hard Disk Manager 15 Suite Edition includes both the following components: • Paragon Hard Disk Manager - software
provides fast and easy solution to backup and recover hard drive contents. • Paragon Hard Disk Manager - Recovery Suite - is
used to make restore of the backed up system an easy and efficient process. • Backup & Restore Wizard - offers user friendly
and fully automated way of doing backup of entire hard drive, of selected folders, or specific files. • Security Update Checker -
monitors online for the new versions of your Norton Antivirus and other software products and notifies you about the presence
of new malware samples. • Scanner - uses advanced techniques to find all the rootkits on your PC and remove them. • Disk
Utilities - can be used to fix and rebuild MBR or GPT partitions, create or delete partitions, resize existing partitions or create
and mount Windows PE partitions. • Data Transfer Wizard - allows users to quickly transfer files from one computer to another
over USB drive, USB pen drive, Internet, FTP server, file server or cloud storage. • System Properties - includes tool to check
the health of your hard drive, as well as to scan your computer for malicious software, viruses, adware and spyware. • Uninstall -
allows you to uninstall any applications that are already installed on your system. • Driver Management - provides utilities to
locate and update all the system and device drivers. • Total Uninstall - allows you to easily uninstall installed programs,
Windows OS components, startup items and other files. * Type your search query here.... 2.79 MB Memory Diagnostic Tool 1.2
What is a memory diagnostic tool? It is a utility used to identify

What's New In Paragon Hard Disk Manager 15 Suite?

Paragon Hard Disk 15 Suite is a software package for Windows, developed by Paragon Software Technologies Inc.. The main
program of the suite can be described as an HDD utility capable of handling practically all operations on disks, including backup
& restore, resizing, virtualization, partition management, disk cloning and many others. The program was tested by our team on
a Windows 7 64-bit operating system with SP1 and no other programs installed. Program Features: Simple and intuitive user
interface. Modern & practical design. The ability to restore partitions, images and volumes. The ability to copy and move
partitions and images. The ability to format, copy, move and resize partitions. The ability to create, copy, move, format, resize
and delete volumes. The ability to manage storage volumes. The ability to move files between drives. The ability to create
bootable media from partitions and images. The ability to create, format and copy image files. The ability to migrate operating
system from disk to disk. The ability to create and convert GUID Partition Table disks. The ability to create, move and restore
virtual disks. The ability to create, move and restore virtual drives. The ability to create and format virtual disks. The ability to
create, move and restore virtual drives. The ability to create, move and restore partitions. The ability to create, move and restore
images. The ability to create and restore volumes. The ability to copy partitions and images. The ability to move files between
drives. The ability to copy files from volume to volume. The ability to scan disks for errors. The ability to scan partitions for
errors. The ability to recover disk space. The ability to manage partitions. The ability to manage all Windows disks in a system.
The ability to create, move and manage volumes, partitions and images. The ability to convert disk to GPT disk. The ability to
convert disk to GPT disk. The ability to convert disk to GPT disk. The ability to convert disk to GPT disk. The ability to
convert disk to GPT disk. The ability to convert disk to GPT disk. The ability to convert disk to GPT disk. The ability to
convert disk to GPT disk. The ability to convert disk to GPT disk. The ability to convert disk to GPT disk. The ability to
convert disk to GPT disk. The ability to convert disk to GPT disk. The ability to convert disk to GPT disk. The ability to
convert disk to GPT disk. The ability to convert disk to GPT disk. The ability to convert disk to GPT disk. The ability to
convert disk to GPT disk. The ability to convert disk to GPT disk. The ability to convert disk to
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System Requirements:

Operating System: Windows 8, Windows 7 Processor: Intel Dual Core 2.0GHz or better Memory: 1GB RAM or better
Graphics: 800×600, 1024×768, 1280×720 Recommended: Processor: Intel Core i5 or better Memory: 2GB RAM or better
Graphics: 1280×720 Minimum: Processor: Intel Pentium 3.
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